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RUSSEKS QUALITY

FUR COATS

AT THE GUARANTEED

AUGUST SALE PRICE OF

$130

HUDSON SEAL-DYED MUSKRATS
RUSSIAN SQUIRRELS...LEOPARD CATS...MINK DYED MUSKRAT
GREY LAMB CARACULS...BLACK CARACULS...GREY KIMMERS

Other Features of
Our August Sale Are:

HUDSON SEAL-DYED MUSKRATS...NATURAL
GREY KIDSKIN COATS...SILVERTONE MUSKRATS...BLACK RUSSIAN LAMBS
BLACK PERSIAN LAMBS...GREY PERSIAN LAMBS...SABLE DYED
RUSSIAN FITCH...LEOPARD COATS...TIPTED SKUNK COATS

CHINA MINES...SAPAFI ALASKAN SEAL...BLACK MOIRE LAMBS
CARACULS...SABLE DYED SKUNK COATS...SHEARED BEAVER COATS

Seven Good Reasons
why you should
Buy NOW and SAVE

1. Authentic Guaranteed Sales

2. The Hub's specialized guarantee that any coat you purchase in the August Sale will be absolutely the same coat you purchased at the price in our August Sales Circular. We guarantee the same style, the same color, the same material, the same size, and the same price will be accepted as a return.

3. Fairly Important Daily Trend

4. Fairly Important Daily Trend

5. Fairly Important Daily Trend

6. Fairly Important Daily Trend

7. The Hub's Famous Low-Artery Price...A welded standard which in which every coat is guaranteed to be 100% low-artery free. For coats right here in Chicago...

The Hub

Henry C. Lipton & Sons
STATE AND JACKSON • CHICAGO

The Hub's Greatest August Fur Sale... backed by $1,000,000 worth of Russeks Furs... at the lowest prices in their history!